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X Let the graphic speak for itself and convey the message

Image carrier

Boost your sales with the
most cost-efficient backwall
display solution
A visual impact in just a few steps.
The assembly of the duo.relay is
reduced to the minimum. One minute to
open the container, put up the banner
stands, adjust the height and put them
together thanks to the edge-to-edge
magnet. This is fast - very fast - without
tools or parts to fit together.
The duo.relay creates a seamless
graphic backwalls at a fraction of the
cost of a traditional pop-up display.

Groundbreaking
edge-to-edge
magnet connection
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1. The tripod feet linked with bungee cord induces a
quick, simple and secure automatic set-up. The base
brings three rest points for variable placements.
2. The high-precision undercutting steel node is
essential for a necessary weight that brings balance
and overall steadiness.
3. The state of the art spin-lock mechanism on the
telescopic pole induces an easy height adjustment
without tools. The high-gripping plastic twisting locks
ensure the holding of the pole once extended.
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4. The adjustable ring is a sliding part on the pole
secured with a locking screw. Easy to handle and
adjust, the ring offers a great versatility in
graphics sizes.
5. The edge-to-edge magnet connection offers a
seamless result with a terrific visual impact.
6. The floodlight can be inserted it on the special
grove located on the head of the pole. This slidinggroove is an optimized hanging system.
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YOU DESERVE THE ORIGINAL!
duo.relay Kit 3
Includes 3 banner stands and connect 3
mounting hardware for 3 graphics
Width available:
3 x 31 ½”, 3 x 39 3/8”, 3 x 47 ¼”

duo.relay Kit 2
Includes 2 banner stands and
connect 2 mounting hardware for 2
graphics. Width available:
2 x 31 ½”, 2 x 39 3/8”, 2 x 47 ¼”

duo.relay Kit 4
Includes 4 banner stands and connect 4 mounting
hardware for 4 graphics
Width available:
4 x 31 ½”, 4 x 39 3/8”, 4 x 47 ¼”

The duo.relay consists of:
Three-part telescopic duo.sprint - max. recommended height 118”
Banner stands in cardboard tubes with nylon bag
Self-adhesive notched aluminium hangers & kickers
Connection pieces clipped on the notched aluminium hangers & kickers
Self-adhesive aluminium mid-braces
` Magnetic tape for the edge-to-edge connection
`
`
`
`
`

Automatic set-up
of the banners

Lock the height
with twist-lock

Model
Panels
Connection hardware
Height (live graphic area)
Width (live graphic area)
Graphic attachment
Weight / Set-up time
Pole
Base
Hardware material
Packaging of the stands
Packaging of the duo.relay kit
with graphics
T/ 312 421 7755

Adjust the graphics
on top of the pole

Physical connection Secure the tension
of the graphics
on the top & the
bottom

duo.relay 2
2 front panels
Connect 2 mounting
hardware for 2 graphics

duo.relay 3
duo.relay 4
3 front panels
4 front panels
Connect 3 mounting
Connect 4 mounting
hardware for 3 graphics hardware for 4 graphics
up to 118”
from 31 ½” up to 47 ¼“ per panel
Edge-to-edge magnet and physical connection
lbs.9.26 / 5 min
lbs.14.33 / 7 min
lbs.18.96 / 9 min
3-piece telescoping
3 bungee-corded 17 ¾” feet in steel hub
Anodized aluminum and plastic injection
Nylon Bag with Cardboard Tube
duo.relay rotomolded container (11” x 43 5/16”)
or OCL wheeled case (16” x 55”)
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